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1. Introduction  

 

Currently there are 49 horses on the project and a lot of different breeds. From Fresians and 

Percherons to Nooitgedachts (South African breed) and Boerperde (also South African breed).  

 

1.1 Percherons 

The Percheron gets its name from the La Peche valley in the south of France. Like many old breeds, 

the Percheron's exact origins are unknown, but it is said that its ancestors were crossbred between the 

heavy "forest horse" type of animal native to northern Europe and the Arabians that were brought to 

Europe by the Moors. Percherons were imported to South Africa during the latter part of the 19th 

century and their numbers gradually increased by subsequent imports as well as local breeding. 

Percherons are mostly black or grey in colour, but sometimes they also appear in brown.  

The Percheron is characterized by a square forehead, long ears, and a straight profile. They have long, 

heavy necks, a broad chest, prominent withers, a short back, heavy muscles in the lower thigh, and a 

deep girth. A quality example of this breed should have a long croup and a round hip. The Percheron's 

mane is generally very thick and the colour is always grey or black. 

The Percheron is expected to be of good temperament and be an easy keeper. The breed is reputed to 

be proud, alert, and intelligent. They are generally very gentle horses, well-suited for driving, and are 

strong and willing workers. The Percheron is readily adapted to varying climates and conditions. They 

have the strength to pull heavy loads and the graceful style to pull a fine carriage. Percherons can be 

ridden and some have even been trained to jump. 

 

1.2 Friesians 
 

This breed, one of the oldest in Europe, is a breed of horse from Friesland, a province of The 

Netherlands. The breed faced extinction on several occasions, but was saved in 1913 by a dedicated 

group of breeders in Friesland. 

 

The Friesian is most often recognized by its black coat color, though color alone is not their only 

distinguishing characteristic. Friesians also have a long, thick mane and tail, and "feathers" long, silky 

hair on the lower legs, deliberately left untrimmed. 

The breed has powerful overall conformation and good bone structure, with what is sometimes called 

a "Baroque" body type. Friesians have long, arched necks and well-chiseled, short-eared, "Spanish 

type" heads. Their sloping shoulders are quite powerful. They have compact, muscular bodies with 

strong sloping hindquarters and a low-set tail. 

Today, there are two distinct conformation types. The baroque type has the more robust build of the 

classical Friesian. The modern, sport horse type is finer-boned. 

 

Friesians are known for their excellent disposition. They are extremely friendly and intelligent horses. 

They are strong en learn very quickly. Friesians can be ridden and are excellent for dressage.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabian_horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Easy_keeper
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friesland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_(horse)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baroque_horse
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1.3 Nooitgedachts 
 

Nooitgedachts are a South-African breed. Derived after the Anglo-Boer war, they are an extension of 

the original Basuto Pony used by the Afrikaner during the war and were recognized by British 

Cavalrymen after their experiences during that period. There was a great call for this strong little 

equine and many were exported to Europe around 1906 leaving only the poorer stock. 

In the 1950ôs the South African Agricultural department started a breeding programme at a research 

station called Nooitgedacht in the Eastern Transvaal. They purchased a nucleus of typical Basuto type 

ponies with a view to saving the breed and introduced Arab-Boer type stallions, from this came the 

Nooitgedachts. 

They are strongly built ponies ranging from 13.2 to 15 hands, colours are all shades of grey though 

bays are accepted. They have a docile temperament, but with high intelligence. They are very hardy 

with dense bone and high quality hooves, not needing to be shod, they can carry weights of up to 

80kgs for long periods of time. 

  

 

1.4 Boerperde 
 

Boerperde is a South-African breed formally known as the cape horse, the name  boerperde is an 

Afrikaans word, translated means farm horse, they were very hardy animals and were used by the 

Boers during the Anglo Boer War in 1899. 

Horses are not indigenous to Africa and were brought into South Africa as far back as the Great Trek 

in the days of Jan van Riebeeck. These horses were from Java and to prevent inbreeding Persian Arabs 

were introduced, this was the first phase of the Cape horse, later to be renamed Boerperde. The second 

phase came after the Great Trek when Flemish stallions were imported from the Netherlands, also 

Cleveland Bays, Hackney and Norfolk Trotters, this was then recognized as the SA Boerperd type. 

The third phase came after the Anglo-Boer War, this breed had proved itôs stamina, hardiness and 

mobility which had been tested during the war years. 

The Boerperde is an average of 14.2 to 15.2 hands, has a good conformation and lots of bone. The 

most common colouring being bay, chestnut and a darker grey. They are surefooted, trustworthy and 

as a utility horse for farm work with livestock they excel. 
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2. The project 

 

The project was set up in 1998. The main goal of the project is to rescue and rehabilitate abused and 

neglected horses that through sheer ignorance of their owners have suffered. 

The project has 236 acres and smaller paddocks to accommodate social groupings of horses. 

Currently the farm gives a home to about 49 horses, dogs, cats and numerous other smaller animals 

and birds.  
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The project has two sites: the Rehabilitation Centre and the Horse Trail side.  

 

2.1 Rehabilitation Centre 

 
When the project refer to rescuing horses this does not mean they just go and pick up any poor thing 

that they see. Very often the staff go to auctions and see the state of some of the animals there and if 

the project has the funds they will try and bid on them. Other rescues are by word of mouth. 

 

Every horse at the centre has a story to tell some of them very sad. 

Some of the cases are unwanted, people like to have animals, but get fed up with them once they 

realise how much work they need. This doesnôt apply to horses. There are a few genuine cases of 

horses that belonged to people who when their kids had out-grown or gone on to further their 

education didnôt want to sell their horses for fear of losing touch with them, if a horse goes to the 

centre it stay until it joins itôs friends in ôthe paddock in the skyô. 

The project has 236 acres and smaller paddocks so they are able to accommodate a lot of horses. The 

horses that are rescued and arrive at the farm will follow the following procedure; 

Most of the horses that have been rescued so far have had wounds through abuse, neglect or pure 

ignorance and have been unattended. The project has a very good óonlineô equine vet from the UK 

with the help of technology she helps them with advice and treatment for the horses. 

A lot of the time the physiological damage is a huge problem and itôs a case of trying to get the horse 

to trust humans again, this is far more difficult than the physical problems. 

Some of the projectôs rescue cases will never be suitable to be ridden again, so they are retired on the 

farm and make good companions for the other horses. The project has a logo for the horses that are 

successfully rehabilitated and join the trails they become óhorses working for horsesô this generates an 

extra income to support the horses on the farm.  
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2.2 Horse Trail Side óHorses Working For Horsesô 

ñTake a ride on the wild sideò! 

The project organizes different trails for national and international tourists. The trails are for the 

absolute beginner, to the experienced equestrian. The horses are of all shapes and sizes, and each has a 

different character; 

2 1/2 hours beach trail 

This is the most popular of  the trails especially for the absolute beginner. 

To access the beach there is minimal roadwork maybe 250 metres maximum, the rest is a little bush 

work, it takes roughly 20 minutes to get there. The project has two different areas for this ride one is 

open beach as far as you can see. The other small bays and coves, where lots of sea birds and marine 

life can be seen. The staff is all very good at building confidence in the riders, mainly through the 

descriptions of the horses their different backgrounds and characters. 

The project gives their clients very basic instructions before setting out and lots of encouragement 

during the trail. Very often these absolute beginners think they are cowboys by the time they get back 

to camp. 

A lot of their success comes from the trust their horses have in them, they know they have an easy life 

after what a lot of them have been through, but they still have to respect them for what they are.                                                                             
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Half day trail:   

This trail is half beach, and half bush, seeing lots of bird life (including the magnificent Fish Eagle that 

nests up in the krans). Bush buck and duiker are very often seen on this trail, and the environment and 

ecological surrounds are breath taking.                                                                                                                                  

(This trail starts normally at 8 to 9am depending on the elements and the duration is about 3 ï 4 hours. 

These trails have to be a minimum of  4 people). 

Full day trail:                                                                                                                                          

The full day trail takes you up as far as Cape Henderson, all on the beach. The marine birdlife is of 

great interest. The white breasted plover or óstrandlooperô as it is locally known, is a common 

character, running along in front of the horses.                                                                                   

Other interesting wildlife to be seen would be the chance of sighting a Southern right and Humpback 

whale. They are more prolific in the winter season. Dolphins are the order of the day, though no 

guarantees of a sighting can be made. 

(This trail leaves normally at 8 to 9am in the morning and finishes around 5pm. Departure time will 

depend on the elements. Duration of this trail is 5 to 6 hours. These trails also have to be 4 or more 

people). 

The horse trail side of the business funds the rehabilitation centre, as the project has no official 

sponsorships, hence the heading óHorses working for Horsesô. 
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2.3 Other involved Projects 

The project also worked for the European Union, which is one of the most important projects they 

have worked on during the last 10 years.  

The project was selected as the service provider to go into the rural areas in the Transkei, and teach the 

local horse owners basic horse care management. They also trained approximately 60 guides in tour 

guiding and let the guides work on the horse trails. This was to try and improve both horses and guides 

for the Amadiba and Amapondo horse trails.  

 

This was a vast challenge for the project, and they were very proud to be selected for such a task. They 

wrote manuals in English, to be translated into Xhosa. In some of the sites they visited, they did a lot 

of their teaching with pictures, especially for the older horse owners who were only semi-literate.  

The trail guides were a lot easier as they were much younger and had good basic education. Most of 

them were fluent in English, and were able to use more detailed manuals. 

Of all the people that the project has trained one stood out, his name is Bongani and he is works with 

the staff if we find we need an extra pair of hands. He has had extensive training in the horse care and 

management and also tour guiding, so heôs a big help knowing how the centre runs.  

  
 

 

2.4 Future 
 

The project has lots of goals for the future, one is to be able to employ more people from the local 

community within the golf estate, using more of their horses, therefore generating more income for the 

rehabilitation centre. 

 

The staff is busy trying to upgrade the facilities at the farm for the training of the younger horses. They 

have a lunging ring and a ménage and a jumping lane maybe with some experienced volunteers they 

may have more suggestions regarding these projects. The farm is very suitable to build a cross country 

course on maybe a volunteer with experience in this field could help. 
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3. Volunteers 

 

By being a volunteer on this project you will support this projectôs work in two ways: 

1. Volunteer donations contribute to the day-to-day costs of running the project. These costs 

include food, healthcare and the provision of new and updated housing and its enrichment for 

the horses and other animals. Volunteer donations also allow the project to rescue new horses 

that are in need of help.  

2. Volunteer participation in the work of the project is essential, as each volunteer brings unique 

skills and perspectives to the organization.  

 

 

3.1 Period / duration 
 

Volunteers are welcome all year round. 

You are free to choose your own arrival date.  

The duration of your stay must be 1 week minimum, but preferable longer. 

 

 

3.2 Requirements 

 
There are no specific skills, nor previous animal care experience, required to participate at the project 

just a passion for horses and other animals. 

 

However, volunteers must be:  

- A minimum of 18 years old, unless accompanied by a parent/carer; 

- Having a passion and love for horses and other animals;  

- Be able to communicate in English; 

- If you have basics of walk, trot and canter itôs a bonus but itôs not required; 

(An International driverôs licence recommended by the projectôs insurance to help with transporting 

food, water and riding equipment to the trail horses and to be mobile). 

3.3 Costs (including and not including) 

 
The costs per person to participate at this project are as specified in the Global Spiritsô website. 

 

These costs include: 

- Information and assistence before deparure 

- If desired, free estimate of flight options / travel possibilities (the most convenient flights 

options at a glance) 

- Accommodation (including laundry, cook and cleaning) 

- 3 meals a day and non alcoholic beverages 

- Airport transfers 

- Transfer to and from different working venues 

- WIFI 

- A donation to the project  

- Training and supervision  

- Administration costs 

- And, of course a very memorable experience ! 
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These costs not include: 

- Travel/flight to and from East London, South Africa  

- Passport / visa 

- Travel insurance, which is compulsory for all participants and a cancellation insurance 

- Personal expenses such as telephone bills, souvenirs, snacks, etc. 

- Any excursions undertaken by the volunteer 

 

3.4 Accommodation 

 
Volunteers will normally be accommodated in the volunteer cottage which is attached to the main 

homestead and has 2 bedrooms, a living room with TV, a kitchen with a stove, microwave and fridge, 

a bathroom with bath/shower and toilet and there is also a separate toilet present. 

You will normally share the bedroom with another or more volunteers.   

Facilities like kitchen and bathroom are shared by all participants. 
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3.5 The work 
Summer: days start around 06.30 am. 

Winter : days start later due to the lack of daylight hours.  

 

Depending on the season the days are quite long.  

Should the project has a morning (09.00 am) trail, the horses all have to be fed at least an hour before 

the ride goes out.  

 

As a volunteer you would be involved with the day to day feeding.                                                                                                                                  

All the horses, both on the farm and at the base at other venues, are fed and watered twice a day and 

depending on the season the older horses are blanketed.                                                                                     

 

(The feeding of the horses has an interesting background. In the UK the staff used to feed the hunters 

the waste hops and barley mixture from the breweries. On running a rehabilitation centre they found 

the expense of buying registered brands of horse feed too expensive as the family grew. They made 

enquiries at the African breweries as to the composition and nutritional values of the waste product 

after the beer had been brewed, and found that if they bought the spent grain from the breweries, they 

could mix their own feed, adding concentrates and trace elements. They have been doing this for the 

past more than 18 years, and have had very good results.  

But unfortunately in March 2017 the brewery closed due to lack of water through an awful drought. So 

they have moved their production to Durban. The project does get a couple of drums of óbrewers 

grainô from a local ómicro breweryô, but certainly not enough to feed all the horses. So the project now 

has to buy registered horse feed which is three times the price of the brewers grain making it very 

difficult to survive).  

 

While with the project you will get to meet some of the local guys on trips to fetch the horse feed and 

maybe a trip around the factory to see how the African beer is brewed. Without the óspent grainô the 

project would not be able to help so many horses. The information above is very interesting to people 

who have experience with horses.  
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Volunteers will help in taking care of the rehabilitation and trail horses as well as the other animals at 

the farm. 

 

The project also provides facilities for the volunteers  to work with young horses in the training and 

schooling areas, but this does depend on the experience of the volunteer.  


